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University
Celebrating 25 Years of Publication

Fairfield rape victim speaks out
BY JESSICA HOLMBERG

The night of Sept. 13, 1997
may seem like just another night
to many, but for Andrea Pelano
'99, that night changed her for the
rest of her life.
Standing about 5*7", dressed
conservatively and with a voice not
too much louder than a whisper,

Pelano shared her traumatic rape
experience for the first time publicly with the Fairfield University
freshman class on Monday night
at the Quick Center.
"I'm a little nervous," Pelano
began. "It was not too long ago
that I was sitting where you are
now, getting prepared for my four
years at Fairfield University."

Recognizing that the university was an opportunity to meet
new people, a place to gain independence, and a place to share lifetime friendships, Pelano reminisced of hanging out at the beach
and visiting friends.
"It was the best four years of
my life, but I'm not here tonight
to share those happy memories,"

she said.
On the night of Saturday,
Sept. 13, 1997, Pelano made her
way down to her best friend's
beach house, a norm for most University students. Socializing with
friends, she eventually met
Mitchell Jacob.
Jacob claimed to be a good
friend of a student and connected

well with Pelano almost immediately. After kissing her, Jacob
asked her to go for a walk with
him, but Pelano declined.
"I'm a smart girl," Pelano
said. "I know to never go off with
a guy you just met."
Jacob and Pelano proceeded
SEE "SPEAKER" ON P.
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Despite rules,
theologians
still thrive

THE MILLION DOLLAR MISTAKE

BY EILEEN ARNOLD

Alexis Delaney/The Mirror

Turf trouble: After portions of the sod broke apart from the surface of the new Lessing Field,
usage of the field has been discontinued while a solution can be implemented. See
"Damaged goods" on page 20 for the full story.

College a breeding ground for eating disorders
BY CARLEIGH BROWER

You are away from home for
the first time in your life. You have
to leave your friends and family
behind, deal with the pressure of
fitting in at your new school, and
the stress of tests and papers. Add
this to the irregular schedule of
sleeping and eating, the midnight

calls to Dominos with your
newfound friends, drinking, and
the fear of gaining the infamous
"freshman fifteen." Given all of
this, is it any wonder that college
campuses are breeding grounds for
eating disorders?
According to the National
Association of Anorexia Nervosa
and Associated Disorders

(ANAD), about 10 percent of college students struggle with eating
disorders, including anorexia and
bulimia. Five to seven percent of
undergraduates are diagnosed with
anorexia nervosa, and college
women comprise the highest rate
of bulimics in all segments of society. Even more alarmingly, eating disorders have the highest

mortality rate of any other psychiatric illness, with at least 15 percent of sufferers dying from these
disorders.
In a culture infused with images of the "perfect" woman, obsession over weight is rampant.
Fairfield University is certainly no
SEE "COUNSELING" ON P.
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Two years ago the Vatican
tried to crack down on theologians
teaching Catholic doctrine at
American college campuses. But
the rulings have had little impact
so far at Fairfield and other Catholic schools, according to professors
and school officials.
"It is generally my impression
that the overwhelming majority of
Catholic theologians have done
nothing," said Professor Paul
Lakeland of Fairfield's Religious
Studies department.
Conversely, Fr. Paul E. Carrier, S.J., another professor of Religious Studies said that a mandatum is "a way for the Church to
recognize that the university is an
important part of the mission of the
church."
In 1990, a document entitled
Ex corde Ecclesiae was published
by Pope John Paul II outlining his
plans for Catholic higher education. American bishops acting
under Vatican direction issued a
number of rules stemming from
the above document. The most
controversial rule was the order
that all Catholic theologians teaching Catholic doctrine on American
Catholic campuses must seek
church acknowledgement - formally called a mandatum - that
what they are teaching is authentic Catholic doctrine.
Lakeland said "the job of a
Catholic theologian is not to teach
SEE "THEOLOGIANS" ON P.
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Students target School of Americas

Bridget Smith/The Mirror

Senior Tim Cummings speaks out during Sunday's School of Americans protest meeting in the
Egan Chapel. The school is run by the U.S. Army and gives military training to Latin Americans.
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Wednesday, October 2
12:57 a.m. -There was disorderly conduct stemming from a noise complaint. The
case was referred to judicial.
12:25 p.m. - A vehicle was vandalized in the Kostka parking lot. The case is
under investigation.
4:54 p.m. - Passengers in a car were reported driving around campus throwing
around fake $20 bill promos for a web site in New York. The site was contacted and asked to refrain from solicitation.
7:08 p.m. - Harassing phone calls were made to the Village Complex.
Thursday, October 3
3:56 p.m. - There was an unlawful entry reported in Regis. The case is under
investigation.
5:16 p.m. - A narcotics violation was reported in Gonzaga.
Friday, October 4
1:11 a.m. - A non-student was issued a criminal trespass warning for urinating in
the Jogues parking lot.
8:42 p.m. - A walkway light was vandalized at the BCC.
Saturday, October 5
12:26 a.m. - There was a narcotics violation in Jogues.
12:47 a.m. - Ceiling tiles were pushed out in Regis.
3:25 p.m. - Two non-students were fighting in the Koska/Claver lot. When approached by security, they claimed to be just having a loud discussion.
Sunday, October 6
3:08 a.m. - A narcotics violation was reported at the townhouses.
Monday, October 7
4:46 p.m. - Security assisted Fairfield Police in identifying a vehicle involved in an
off-campus accident.

The Mirror strives to report accurately in our stories. However, if you are aware of
any errors, please call Editor In Chief Sean Hayes at x6529.
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Better students or just better grades?
BY SASHA BLAKE
Grade inflation has hit Fairfield and other schools across the
country, but students and professors argue that better marks are due
to better students.
Among the 2002 Fairfield
graduates, 17.6 percent graduated
with honors and a GPA of 3.5 or
higher. In 1966, 10.5 percent of
Fairfield graduates earned honors
recognition. Better students and
better grades are growing at a continuous pace.
Professor Byron Norvell attributes the increase to students
working harder. "I don't see the
inflation in my classes," said
Norvell. "My tests are more rigorous than five or more years ago.
I have higher expectations. Students are doing more work."
Professor Kurt Schlichting
agrees. "My grades are a pattern,"
said Schlichting. "These are the
best students I've had in 25 years.
In the last few years, students seem
to be stronger, and uniformly there

seem to be fewer weak students."
In 1975, Schlichting had a
class of 48 and only five students
received As. He believes that students are doing better because they
are working harder, not because
grades are being handed to them.
"I do think it's easier to get
As now," said Erin Doherty, '03.
"I'm in classes that I'm interested
in and want to work for them."
Katie Cronin, '03, feels that
her good grades reflect her hard
work, rather than inflation. "I believe my work and achievement
reflects the grades I receive," said
Cronin. "Exams demonstrate how
hard I do work."
While grade inflation at Fairfield can be attributed to better students, Schlichting is concerned
that it will affect entrance exams.
"The danger with inflation is when
students take the national tests," he
said. "If students don't score
strongly it hurts the institution and
grades may eventually start to be
discounted."
According to USA Today, if

FuU of hot air?
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SNAPSHOT averages and students on the Dean's List are low
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Average G.P.A. by class:

Class of 2002 2.76

Class of 2003 2.82

Class of 2004 3.07

Source: Memo to faculty from the Academic Vice President, Orin Grossman
all students are receiving high
marks, graduate schools will need
to put a heavier emphasis on entrance exams.
Fairfield, however, is not the
only school affected by grade inflation. In a recent study, the National Postsecondary Student Aid

Study found that nearly 14.5 percent of all undergraduate students
receive mostly As.
According to the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences,
Harvard has virtually doubled their
seniors who graduate with honors.
In 1966, 22 percent of their class

EIC/The Mirror

received As.
Thirty years later, the number
has grown to almost 46 percent,
with fewer than half of the graduates receiving below a B minus.
Harvard's honor roll grew 20 percent, while Fairfield's grew seven
percent.

Jogues: filled to the brim with "fresh" faces
BY KATHRYN ABRUZZO
Walk into the front door and
past the signs for Scavenger Hunts
worth $200, and the "Jogues Idol"
contest, down the first floor male
hallway. Most of the doors are
open and there's Eminem blasting
down the hallway of Jogues One.
"Hey you!" yells a male freshman. "You gotta come see this!"
he continues as he walks down the
hallway leading to another male,
hair slicked back, fully dressed in
a black leather jacket, sunglasses,
blue plaid shorts and white socks,
singing and dancing in the hallway.
There is a crowd of other freshmen
laughing and having the time of
their life.
They're all happy about the
Department of Residence Life's
decision to make Jogues an all
freshmen dorm this year. It gives
a chance to "meet a lot of people
in your grade at once, this way you
can find which people fit you the
best," said Chris Daniele '06. He
is happy that he is in a freshman
dorm because he does not feel "intimidated" talking to people like
he would if there were upperclassmen around.
Mike Fallzone '06, the dancer,
said, "The all freshmen dorm is
good because you can develop
friendships that you'll keep down
the road."
One of the giggling bystanders, Kristin Huss '06, said, "I like

[the dorm] it a lot, it's fun."
Residence Life's approach to
freshmen living this year is not a
new one. The idea of the "whole
package" of the freshmen experience was coined by Don Gardener
at South Carolina State 25 years
ago.
Fairfield had experimented
with freshman dorms over 10
years ago, but stopped to give students a different experience. This
meant intermingling dorms,
classes and the cafeterias.
With this approach students
still get to know their entire class
by the time they graduate. "Having only 800 people in a graduating class, and knowing all of them
is a big selling point for Fairfield,"
said Laura Cantrell of Residence
Life.
Jogues Hall holds approximately 300 people, less than half
the freshman class. The other
freshmen are scattered throughout
the residence halls with the rest of
the student body.
The "whole package" approach to freshmen year goes hand
in hand with the freshmen experience (FYE) groups. In the Residence Life office there is a shelf
dedicated to the freshman experience, and a stack of magazines
dealing with freshman housing.
Fairfield has done its studying, and
according to Cantrell, Fairfield has
a "great program" for the freshmen.

"Research shows housing
freshmen together leads to a larger
retention rate," Cantrell said.
Helping them create bonds to each
other and to the faculty members
helps their transition.
Allison Lebonitte, the residence hall coordinator of Jogues
is very happy with the change. "It
is working out very well," said
Lebonitte. She was RHC of Campion last year and after comparing the two she said "the freshmen
in Jogues have much more enthusiasm for their hall."
"We had Jogues Idol last
week," similar to American Idol,
"and the room was filled, there
were over 30 kids there."
She attributes this in part to
the resident assistants in Jogues.
The RAs were hand-picked for
Jogues, particularly the ones who
would take an active interest in the

Mirror File Photo

students there.
Frank Ficko, assistant director
of Security, also gives the RA staff
credit. Jogues has not had any
major misconduct violations this

year and no more problems than
any other dorm. "Credit goes to
the RAs who are there all the time
watching what goes on." said
Ficko.

(GRASMERE BARBER SHOP)
HAIRCUT SPECIAL:
(Regularly $15.00)

udent ID

Specializing in:

• Fades
• Clipper Cuts
• Traditional Cuts

Business Hours: Wed-Sat 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
58 Post Road (203) 259-9132
On Black Rock/Fairfield Line
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Theologians required to
properly represent Vatican
American Catholic higher education," Lakeland said, adding that the longer the misunCatholic doctrine, but explore the tradition* derstanding is prolonged, the more it will
of the Church while representing the Catho- look to the rest of the world like this is a
lic doctrine faithfully." Basically, Catholic restriction of academic freedom. Consetheologians can give their own opinion on quently, the material that Catholic theolothe material they teach, but they cannot mis- gians deal with could be taken less seriously
represent what the Vatican says is the cor- by the non-catholic academic world.
rect teaching.
Some students at Fairfield, surprisingly,
Lakeland explained that "the one thing say they don't see a problem with the new
that is very clear is that a mandatum is a rules. While students may not agree with
private issue between the bishop and the the mandates in and of themselves, they do
theologian." Lakeland went on to explain agree that the Church has a right and responthat there is no way to find out who has been sibility to assure that proper Catholic docissued a mandatum simply because of the trine is being taught.
confidential nature of them.
Mandy Johnson, '05 said that the
The mandates have received a wide Vatican plays a role of "spiritual guidance,"
variety of criticism and praise from Ameri- and that theologians should "use the
can theologians. Some have interpreted mandatums as guides."
them to be harsh attempts at academic conJay Imhoff, '05 said that the Vatican
trol while others have seen them as attempts "wants the people to know correct dogma,"
to verify that students taking religion courses while Rob Keder, '04 said that he "underare taught authentic Catholic doctrine.
stood the Vatican's intentions."
How"The system of mandates is a mistake ever, all the students questioned were uneasy
occasioned by Vatican misunderstanding of with the methods the Vatican chose to use.
CONTINUED FROM P.
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V CLASSIFIEDS
***ACT NOW! Guarantee the best spring break prices! South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida & Mardigras. TRAVEL FREE, Reps Needed,
EARN$$$. Group Discounts for 6+. 1 888 THINK SUN (1-888-844-6578 dept
2626) / www.springbreakdiscounts.com

Attention Spring Breakers! Travel Free 2003! Free trips, drinks & meals! Party w/
MTV! Hottest destinations! Most Reliable, www.sunsplashtours.com 1-800-4267710
Wanted! Spring Breakers! SunCoast Vacations wants to send you on Spring Break
to Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan, Jamaica or the Bahamas for FREE! Call us at 1800-795-4786 or e-mail us at sales@suncoastvacations.com!
Sports Teams - Clubs - Student Groups: Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a
proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our programs make
fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so get with
the program! It works. Contact CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
SPRING BREAK 2003 Travel with STS, America's #1 student tour operator. Jamaica,
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas or Florida. Sell trips, earn cash, travel free!
Inforamtion/reservations 1-800-648-4849 orwww.ststravel.com
YARDWORK Earn extra money! Weston homeowner needs help with yardwork (mowing, raking, chopping wood, planting, etc). Flexible hours, weekends preferred,
good pay. Call 226-9533

Classifieds are available for as little as $15 for 20 words!
Call (203) 256-6594 for more information or to place an ad.

BIOSPHERE 2
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
Learn more
about semester
and summer
programs at
Biosphere 2.

Crystal bracelet
by Warren and Sofia

YOUR CHOICE

Attend an on-campus
presentation
Thursday, October 17
4:00 p.m.
Dolan House
Study Abroad Office
For more information contact:
Lisa Newton
Director of Environmental
Studies
ihnewton@fair1 .fairfield.edu
www.columbia.edu/biosphere

Crystal bracelet
by Warren and Sofia

Find more samples at
www.silverribbon.com

Playhouse Square
275 Post Road East
Westport, CT 06880
203-226-9320
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The Levee raises the bar for a new year
BY ZACK FINLEY

The voice of Fairfield students is finally
being heard as the Levee opens its doors
with a fresh new look. By popular demand,
the Levee is closing its kitchen and letting
local restaurants provide students with not
only something different than Sodexho, but
something better.
According to Matt Dinnan, associate
dean of students and permittee of the Levee,
it was the idea of the students to bring in
some of the best eateries the town of Fairfield has to offer. Mike's Pizza and Leno's
Pizza, along with La Salsa and Archie
Moore's, will provide their specialties for
students to eat.
"This is a step in the right direction,"
said Dinnan. "We wanted the Levee to obtain its own identity on campus and it is good
that the identity will be geared towards good
food."
The Levee has been open as a bar on
campus for seven years. It was also an
equivalent, according to some, of the new
Stag diner in the Barone Campus Center in
that it was used as a snack bar.
However, some students remember the
pre-Stag days and wish they were still here.
"I hate the Stag compared to the old Levee,"
remarked Lindsey Peterson, '04. "The spicy
turkey sandwiches and the atmosphere are
not even close to being equal."
Others find the Stag to be better in some
aspects. "You used to have to wait so long
at the Levee to get your food," said Mark
McNamara, '04. "It was very unorganized
there. But I would have to say that the qual-

Bridget Smith/The Mirror

Levee bartenders Dave Hirx, '03 and John Provencher, '03.

ity of food was better than the Stag."
Those who remember the Levee of old
are in for a big change, according to Dinnan.
Plans are set to include comfortable seating
areas, including plush leather couches and
big seating, along with a billiards table,
foosball table and dart board that are there
already. New light fixtures are on their way
as well.
"We want to make it like a "Barnes and
Noble" type place," said Dinnan. "A place
where kids can just come to hang out and
read a newspaper or a magazine. Hopefully
it will remind them of a living room to relax in."
Not only does the new and improved
Levee pride itself on the food offerings, but
the foundations of the bar aspect are still going in full
stride. They have a smaller
pub staff now, which is making the establishment more
efficient. "A better staff who
are better trained make the
Levee itself a better place,"
said Dinnan.
The bar staff must go
through an extensive training
certification course which
takes a few hours to do.
Most students ques-

tioned are excited about the Levee. "I had a
test at 9:30 this morning, but I was up there
at 11:00 p.m. last night drinking beers and
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shooting pool. It was great," said Eddie
Seavers, '03.
Freshmen also feel that great food they
would not be able to get without a car is
now a short walk away. "I think it's a great
place. I've been there a couple times already," said Brian Wielk, '06.
"If I hear of cool things going on up
there I will definitely go... especially good
bands," Wielk added.
The struggle for the Levee to find its
place on campus seems to finally be making progress, but it is definitely up to the
students. "I would hope to see Student Senate establish a sub-committee for the Levee
to talk about future initiatives for it," said
Dinnan.
"It would be nice to see the Levee be a
place that not only would be seen as being
convenient for people in the townhouses to
go, but for even people at the beach to come
enjoy."
The Levee will be open six days a week,
Monday through Saturday, starting Oct. 17.

Fairfield U.

http://suabroad.syr, ad u

Key West/GIZMOS
bar & grille

restaurant & bar

21+
9pm-1am
no cover

weanesm
YB0
3355 Post Road, Southport, CT
7000 www.gizmosct.com

$5 pitchers
well drinks
500 drafts*
r

(all night)

(ladies only)

(9pm-11pm)
'domestic labels only
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Bannow addition dedicated
BY ELIZABETH BAE

On Thursday, Oct. 3, 2002 Fairfield
University formally unveiled the $15 million addition to the Bannow Science Center.
The 44,000 square foot expansion
project added new labs, offices, and observation rooms for biology, chemistry, physics and psychology to the existing building.
Renovations began over the summer and
will continue for the next two summers.
Students gave a strong positive response to the additions.
Jenny Huffman, '05, who is interested
in pursuing a career in genetics research,
said, "The place looks great. It'll be a really
nice environment for me to explore my interests."

Amy Womack/The

Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley S.J.
announces the atrium in honor
of Father Joe MacDonnell.

Administration members were also impressed with the results. "The dedication
of Bannow North was moving on many levels," said Dr. Timothy Snyder, dean of the
College of Arts & Sciences. "It was a time
for the Fairfield community to reflect on the
tremendous progress we have made in the
sciences."
Dr. Snyder also commended the
faculty's first-rate efforts, recognizing "the
extraordinary work of Dr. Jack Beal, professor of physics, who shepherded the process from idea to completion."
"Without Jack Beal and the terrific staff
of Ric Taylor, this building would be only a
shadow of what it ultimately became," said
Snyder.
In addition, Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley
S.J., university president, announced that the
atrium would be named in honor
of Father Joe MacDonnell. This
was greeted with a standing ovation.
MacDonnell, affectionately
known as Fr. Mac, was described
as a beloved Fairfield math professor for over 30 years.
He was known for his accessibility to students and sense of
humor. Past the lobby and sitting
area in Bannow North is the
MacDonnell Atrium in which
geometric shapes hang from the
"ceiling. The grand structures created by Fr.
MacDonnell were made to illustrate mathematical equations.

$30 STUDENT TICKETS

VALID FOR PERFORMANCES NOW THRU NOV. 17 ONLY!
TUES - THUR 8PM, SAT 10:30PM, SUN 3PM
MENTION CODE: STUD 30
A

VILLA DEL SOL

Villa 4el Sol Mexican Restaurant
1229 Post Road The Brick Walk Fail-field, CT 06824- C203) 254-0123

ATTENTION ALL FAIRFIELD
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS !'!
Villa 4el Sol is offering 3 buy

1 dinner / lunch an4 receive the 2ni dinner / lunch V2pff
Present your student ID cgc4 for this great offer]
Villa 4el Sol has a great Happy Hour
Mon4ay - Friday 4pm - 7pm (Bar Only)
Monday's - } 2.95 Margarita's

Tues4ay - Corona Buckets <§r Free Mexican Wings
We4nes4ays - 10cent Mexican Wings
Thurs4ays - $1 Tequila Shooters
Fridays-$2.00 All Beei-s
MUST BE 21 YEARS OF AGE & PRESENT VALID IDENTIFICATION.
PLEASE DRINK RESPONSIBLY. DON'T DRINK & DRIVE.

Believe politics has nothing to
do with your life?
Skeptical about
government?
Discover the facts...
INTERN AT THE
CONNECTICUT STATE CAPITOL
Learn about state government and earn academic credit this spring
semester as a legislative intern at the State Capitol. Work with a
state senator or representative and develop first-hand knowledge of
the real world of politics.
Both part-time and full-time internships are available. A major in
political science and prior political experience are not required.
Academic credit is granted by most colleges and universities. In
addition, a travel stipend is awarded to cover the cost of travel to the
State Capitol. To learn more about this program and obtain an
application see your campus advisor.

"Go! Have The
Time of Your

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION OF APPLICATIONS:

NOVEMBER

1,2002

-Newsday

0RPHEUM THEATRE
SECOND AVENUE AT EIGHTH STREET
Box Office (212) 477-2477
ticketmaster (212) 307-4100
Groups (212) 302-4100 www.stomponline.com
Blackout Dates: Oct. 11-13. Subject to availability. Can be purchased at the box office or by phone. Must present student ID. No
previously purchased tickets or in combination with any cither offet. Limit 6 tickets per order. Phone orders subject to standard servk

Campus Advisor:

Prof. Allan Katz
Political Science Dept.
Donnarumma Hall, Room 305
(203) 254-4000 x2861
http://www.cqa.state.ct.us/isc
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FUSA takes on student apathy, low voter turnout
BY ETHAN FRY

FUSA President Karen
Donoghue '03 set out a number of
important goals for her administration, including increasing voter
turnout and taking on student apathy, at a recent press conference.
Donoghue said that she is
"taking a different approach" to
FUSA, crippled in past years by
poor leadership and apathetic student involvement. FUSA receives
almost $261,000 from the university every year.
Among Donoghue's goals for
this year are leadership training,
having more input on student life
decisions, online voting, and more
student participation.
"FUSA is not motivated anymore," said Donoghue. "It's ridiculous that FUSA was so lax in
the past."

Alexis Delaney/The Mirror

V.P. Casey Butterly presides over a FUSA senate meeting.
This lack of motivation keeps
the administration from taking
FUSA seriously, several sources
inside FUSA said, commenting
that major student life decisions
such as the recent smoking ban
were made with neither the advice

www.odwyerpr.com
Things your mother never told you about PR,
communications, integrated marketing (or whatever
they're catling it these days).
Check out especially the 33 letters from grads and
working PR pros on the value or lack of value of
majoring in PR or communications*
Jack O'Dwyer, 1951 graduate of Falrfteld Prep, has
been covering PR for 35 years. His newsletter and
magazine are the only PR publications ever put on
the Lexis-Nexis database in full text (since 1989).
*Right side of first page of website

Not enough Mirror in your life? Introducing...

nor the consent of the Senate.
"I wish they had given more
thought to the student body," said
Donoghue. "It was going to happen here...[but] I wish it was more
of a phase-in process. They didn't
really ask for student input, and ig-

nored the student voice on campus."
Donoghue said that the Senate was against an all-out smoking
ban in the residence halls and asked
for more questions on the subject.
During the past summer the Dean
of Students' office decided to make
all residence halls smoke-free.
Donoghue also said that Senate "has good attendance" this
year, partly because of a policy
whereby senators will be dismissed
after two unexcused absences from
meetings.
Another initiative taken by
FUSA is a new "Open Forum" series, intended to provide more important information to students
when they need it.
FUSA Internal Executive Assistant Jordan Schibler, '03 said
that the first scheduled forum is
Oct. 22 and is intended for students

to meet members of FUSA. There
will be a presentation followed by
questions and answers during the
forums.
Schibler also said that he is
trying to schedule such a forum
with Director of Security Todd
Pelazza as soon as possible because of recent concerns with security over the increase in forcible
sexual offenses on campus and the
slow response time to several
apartments that received harassing
phone calls last week.
Other topics discussed for the
Open Forums were a housing forum around lottery time and even
a discussion with President Rev.
Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J., who
Donoghue meets with on a
monthly basis.
"He told me FUSA is doing
an amazing job," said Donoghue.

Suffering from Severe PMS?
Do you get tense* irritable* angry, sad* and/or moody
the week before your period?
Do you have regular menstrual periods?
If you answered YES to these questions,
You may have Premenstrual Dysphoric Disorder f PMDDJ and you may
qualify for a research study.
You will be compensated for your time and travel.
If you are interested in participating in a 6 month research program,
please call:

Toll free—1-866-600-6663
Yale University School of Medicine
Locations in Westport and New Haven
An equal opportunity institution
HIC# 12243

MIRROR MONDAYS
The Mirror Online is FREE and easy to access.
Whether funny or informative, it's online.
Find these regular columns on the web:
A Word of Advice: Joshua O'Connell
answers your life's questions...
scary, isn't it?

PhcirrilclCyZ Your prescription for success
Massachusetts College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences
■ Receive a first-rate education in the heart of Boston's world class Longwood Medical
and Academic Area
■ Enjoy numerous career options offering outstanding salaries in a thriving job market
■ Become a respected key player on the healthcare team

Around the 'House: Alison Marshall
talks about the sublime
and the sucky of the townhouses.

■ Opportunity for transfer students to choose between our traditional PharmD program
in Boston or our innovative accelerated (under 3 years) PharmD program in Worcester,
open to applicants who have completed at least two years of college

Go Figure: Laura Pfeifer
looks into important issues
that matter to Fairfield students

I I fc-dbtf Q X LvTl I CJ our Information Session to learn
more about Pharmacy and the programs offered at MCPHS:
Sunday, October 13, 10am - 6pm at Residence Inn-Westchester
5 Barker Avenue, White Plains, New York

MIRROR
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When next Thursday
can't come soon enough.

www.fairfieldmirror.com

For additional information or to RSVP, contact the Admissions Office at
617-732-2850 (800-225-5506), or e-mail: admissions@mcp.edu
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Speaker encourages students to report rape
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

to an outside deck to play Beirut,
a beer game, with friends.
'The balls from Beirut fell off
the deck, and he told me we had to
go down to get them," Pelano said.
Once below the deck area,
Jacob kissed her again, but more
forceful this time.
"I could feel his force and his
hand on the back of my neck and
under my hair," she said. "I felt
scared."
Jacob eventually pinned
Pelano to the ground and attempted to have sex with her.
"I was on the ground, and he
was on top of me," Pelano said. T
told him 'no sex,' and as a virgin
that was my motto."
Overpowering and forceful,
Jacob raped Pelano just before
midnight. He fled soon after.
Lying in the marshy and
swampy area, Pelano was bleeding and in much pain. Mud was in
her disheveled hair. She had cuts
and bruises on her arms, back and
legs and her jeans were soaked
with blood.
"I told myself nothing happened," she said. "I did not want
to see my friends, and I denied it
to the cops. What happened was
not right, but I didn't want to talk
about it."
Upon her friends' insistence,
Pelano spoke to Susan Birge, director of Counseling Services, and
shared her story.
"Sadness, anger, and fear all
come with being sexually assaulted," Pelano said.
In reality, rapes can occur
close to home and in safe and se-

cure areas. Pelano stressed many
myths about rapes, and that rapists do not dress in any particular
way.
"They don't wear a sign," she
said. "Rapes can and do happen
to anyone, anywhere, and anytime."
"Fairfield University is extremely safe," Deirdre Eller, director of new student programs,
added.
"Anything can
happen...you have to be safe."
On the terrifying night, Pelano
was dressed in Gap jeans and a
mock turtleneck.
"It's not exactly the sexiest
outfit," she laughed.
Before the incident, Pelano
prided herself on independence
and the ability to take care of herself.
She joined self-defense
classes and exercised, and tried to
use these skills in her efforts to
push Jacob off of her.
Pelano strongly suggested that
students go to familiar places and
to remain within earshot of friends.
Students should tell someone who
they are with and where they are
going. Always ask the question,
"Why is the person here? Who are
they with?"
If students should fall victim
to a rape attempt, they should hit
the person.
"Don't worry about damaging
the person," Pelano said. "Worry
about being raped."
Students should remember
that "no" always means "no."
"If a girl wants to be with
you..." Pelano expressed to male
students, "this is the 21st
century...she will let you know.

Jess Holmberg/The Mirror

Speaking out: Fairfield alumna Andrea Pelano discussed the effects
of rape on her life during a speech to Freshmen.

Wait for someone who wants to be
with you as much as you want to
be with her."
Pelano also recognized that
males might also be victims of
rape. One in twelve men are victims of sexual assault. If raped, students should report to the Health
Center immediately.
"Know it's not your fault,"
Pelano emphasized. "Take comfort in that you survived."
Pelano reported on how difficult it was at first to maintain a normal life again.
Keeping away from the
Barone Campus Center and parties
for some time, Pelano eventually
made it back to her usual routine.
The attentive audience roared
with laughter as Pelano shared a

Counseling services offers
aid to fight eating disorders
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

exception. Many students feel that
this focus on weight is a widespread problem here.
Devon Kelly, '04, has strong
feelings on the issue. "I want to
be able to go to lunch and not have
10 different girls tell me, with utter disgust, how many calories are
in every bite I choose to eat," she
said. "It's unfortunate that in
today's society, young women feel
as though in order to be accepted,
they must go to such lengths as
starving themselves."
Kerry Fuller, '04, agrees.
"People around this campus are
too obsessed with their weight.
Who really cares about things like
calorie intake and fat content?"
Unfortunately many people
do, and are trapped by constant
calorie counting, intent on seeing
the numbers on the scale go down.
This obsession with staying thin is

often the first warning sign of an
eating disorder. Anorexia nervosa
is marked by strict control over
food consumption, intense fear of
gaining weight and ritualized eating habits.
Bulimia, which is the more
common of the disorders on college campuses, is the repeated
cycle of binge eating followed by
purging. This disorder is more difficult to spot due to the fact that
many bulimics do not lose a significant amount of weight. Warning signs include weight fluctuation, using the bathroom,after
meals and'mobd swings.
"It's a disorder that tends to,
be very secretive," said Dr. Susan
Birge, director of counseling services. "It's also a disorder of denial."
If a friend refuses to get help,
Dr. Birge suggests speaking to a
counselor for strategies and support.

to Rutgers University to obtain a
Masters degree in social work. She
now works in a hospital, in the pediatric oncology department, and
has a long-term boyfriend of two
years.
Many students were extremely empathetic with Pelano.
"I think it's something that
affects all colleges," said Clare
Faurote '06. "One of the reasons
I came here was because of safety.
It's good that the university had
something like this because I
didn't know about the rape prior
to me coming here."
Other students were shocked
by the recount.
"The thought that someone
could get raped in a small town like
Fairfield is kind of scary," said
Stephen Conley '06. "I wouldn't
expect something like that ever to
happen at a small Jesuit school."
Once the university was notified of Pelano's interest in speaking out, she was invited to speak
for the Freshmen Year Experience
(FYE).
"When we learned that Andrea was ready to speak about her
story, we decided to invite her to
Fairfield," said Deirdre Eller. "We
weren't 100 percent satisfied with
the messages with past speakers,
and this is an important topic for
college kids."
"I stand before you today because I am okay. It didn't destroy
me, and I want to make a difference," Pelano added. "You can't
keep it bottled up inside, or you
won't be able to process it. Just
know that you are strong and
remarkable...know that you are not
alone."

story of a new boy she had met
during her return to school..
"I was hooking up with a guy,
and then there was a knock at my
bedroom door," Pelano said with
a smile. "I answer the door to find
eight of my friends just checking
on me to say 'hello.'"
Pelano reported that Mitchell
Jacob, after being a fugitive for one
year, had no friends at the university and is now in prison, serving
a 12-year sentence for sexual assault in the first degree, which is
the most severe charge. He is eligible for parole after five years in
prison, which will come to trial in
2004.
Holding an undergraduate degree in Marketing and Management, Pelano eventually ventured
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Editor: Stephanie Sierzputowski
E-mail: campuslife@fairfieldmirror.com
FRESH IDEAS
RELATIVELY SPEAKING
CHRISTIAN VILLODAS

Those
coveted zzz s
Sleep. It's just like chocolate,
you can never get enough and
when you do, you just want more.
I always say I'm "tired" of getting
to bed late, but I'm never tired
enough to go to bed early.
Now that you're in college,
the urge to ignore the alarm becomes even greater. There is no
one to nudge you awake if you
sleep through your alarm. Waking
up can seem like a battle, and now
that you're on your own, you are
the first and last line of defense.
Each morning may begin for
you as it begins for me, with a conversation between your unconscious and semi-conscious personalities. They deliberate in your
head; get up or just hit snooze?
As with any debate, there are
always pros and cons, and this
morning ritual is no different.
One side says "Get up! Get
UP! You have a huge test in half
an hour," as the other (the side
you'd rather listen to) says,
"Snooze it up kid. Don't worry,
that test is 30 minutes away. That's
900 more seconds of sleep and it's
all for you."
The nervous side interrupts.
"You need to shower, shave, eat,
and change out of your pajamas.
That all takes time." The slumber
side responds lazily, "Rest young,
weary spirit, the day is long away.
Why shower when you have plenty
of aftershave? Why change; your
pajamas are "clothes" aren't they?
Why eat? Lunch is only four hours
away. Why shave? Your beard's
not that bad, and besides chicks
love the scruff."
Once you actually wake up,
then the real trial begins- trying to
get ready in your semi-snoozed
state. Making your bed can all of
the sudden be so much more difficult, and as strange as it may seem,
it can sometimes be so mentally
puzzling that it makes your head
hurt. Sometimes I'm so tired I will
walk to the shower and realize I
have forgotten...my towel, my
shampoo, or worst of all, my robe!
That's why I'm glad I live on an
all-male floor; so no girls can see
me sleepwalking in my boxers.
Sleep: necessary, wonderful,
and addictive all at once. But no
matter how much we complain, all
we can hope is that this is the
weekend we will keep that promise we make to ourselves each
morning, and go to bed earlier.
Pshhh, dream onn.

Where everybody knows your name
FUfavorite, Sea Grape broadens its menu options
ites such as crab cakes, chicken
tenders, and onion rings. Entrees
range in price from $9 to $16,
while the burgers and appetizers
run between $3 and $8.
"We are trying to offer an extensive food selection to cater to a
more diverse cliental, without losing our local watering hole appeal," said DeeVes.

dents. On average, between 1520 college undergrads eat at the
Grape each weekday and Levine
hopes to increase this number.
"You [students] don't eat; that
is, aside for the 7-11 burrito at 4
a.m.," said Levine. "College kids
are willing to spend money on almost everything but food so this
new menu is an effort to offer you

said Chris Rodeschi, '03. "I would
probably order it again. Good for
the Grape. I'm glad to see our bar
Lobster. Steamed mussels
cares about its image. It's been
over pasta. New York strip steak
looking a little run down; maybe
grilled to perfection.
this new menu will inspire some
Sound like a posh New York
renovations."
City bistro? Actually, these are just
Other students, however,
some of the items offered on the
hadn't been as adventurous.
menu at the Sea Grape. ■ Fairfield
"Are you serious? I wouldn't
University's most
get that stuff at the Grape,"
popular bar. The
said James Cahill,'03. "It's
Grape hopes to upa bar! I love the $2 student
grade its image withmenu, but I would never
out losing its tradiorder steak or anything.
tional student base.
That would be like going to
In efforts to disDuchess and ordering sea
pel the myth that the
bass- not gonna happen."
Grape is merely a
In addition to the new
relatively cheap bar
menu, the Grape is seeking
where
students
a permit in order to offer
stumble in to get
outside dinning in the
loaded, the tavern has
fenced-in atrium and is
significantly changed
starting to replace the older
its menu over the last
televisions and signs with
two years.
more modern boxes and
Gary DeeVes is
neons. The establishment
a Culinary Institute
also sponsors a softball
Association graduate
league and supports chariAmy Womack/The Mirror table organizations.
who has been the Sea Seniors Kathleen Dradler, Erin Joyce, and Christina
Grape's manger and Klause chow down at the Grape
With all that is being
head chef for the last
done to refine the Sea
Formally the Nautilus, the some nutrition in your diet."
six years. DeeVes created a menu
Grape's image, the original Grape
that he feels capitalizes on the Grape was established in the
Some students have been still shines through.
Grape's seaside location-offering 1920's, before the university even tempted to try some of the higher
Paper mats still cover the
an array of seafood dishes, as well existed. Since its inception, it has priced dishes on the new menu tabletops, the game is still blaring
as its quintessential image with a served as the corner stone to the while others are still hesitant, see- over the 12 TV sets, and the $2 stuplethora of classic appetizers and social scene down at the beach.
ing the Grape as an establishment dent happy hour specials are still
burgers.
"I wanted people to feel like that should just stick to classic bar the most popular items.
According to DeeVes, the they were walking into my living food, like wings and burgers.
The Grape still doesn't accept
most popular item on the menu is room," said Steve Levine, owner
"Yeah, I've eaten at the credit cards, and the plastic silverthe new surf & turf special. Also of the Sea Grape. "Most of the Grape," said LeAnn Gould, a fifth ware is still wrapped in disposable
offered are a variety of other din- decorations and furniture inside I year accounting student. "I had the paper napkins.
ner choices, ranging from shrimp took straight out of my house. I barbeque chicken.(and) it wasn't
"I hope it never changes," said
scampi and snow crab legs to baby want everyone to feel comfortable bad. It's great that a place in walk- Caitlin Gilligan, '03. "The Grape
and at home."
ing distance offers decent food and is always a good time. You can
back ribs.
For those students who beThe new menu is geared not good drink specials." (Such as buy put a wolf in sheep's clothing, but
lieve no meal is complete without only towards the day crowd, which one beer, get one free every week- it's still a wolf. That's the way we
a side of fries, there are five burger is comprised mostly of year round day from 12 noon to 8 p.m.)
like it."
"I tried the coconut shrimp,"
choices as well as the old favor- residents, but also towards stu-

BY RENEE APPELLE

Do cell phones break up classes?
BY JULIE MCDERMOTT

As we are sitting in class daydreaming, I mean, listening, all of
the sudden that obnoxious noise
reverberates throughout the room.
"Riiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiing,
riiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiing!"
Someone suddenly becomes
mortified when he realizes that it
was he that forgot to turn off his
cell phone. While his teacher gives
him a nasty glare, he quickly rummage through his bag to turn off
the ever-so-popular piece of new

age technology.
"It happened to me twice,"
said Michelle Primo, '03. "I forgot to turn my cell phone off and

it went off in class. Since then, I
always remember to turn it off."
Are cell phones invading our classrooms at Fairfield University?

According to most professors,
the answer is no. Students at Fairfield seem to be showing, for the
most part, some cell phone etiquette.
"
I
don't
think it's a
problem,"

said Robert Epstein,
an English professor here at Fairfield University. "They have gone
off a couple of times, but students
usually turn them off."

Matt Colford, '04, has never
had his cell phone ring during
class, but has seen the phenomenon occur.
"Once in a while, cell phones
go off in the classroom," said
Colford. "When they do, it disrupts everything."
Dennis Hodgson, a sociology
professor, agrees. "I haven't seen
it as a problem. If I did, I would
say 'Hey, shut off your cell
phone!'"
SEE "TURN OFF" ON P.
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Turn off those cell phones
CONTINUED FROM P.

9

Many professors are surprised that cell
phones aren't ringing as much this year as they
tended to last year.
"People are being really good about turning cell phones off," said Richard DeWitt, a
philosophy professor. "Since the beginning
of the year, only one cell phone has gone off
in my classroom. I've noticed that before
class, students pull out their cell phones to turn
them off. People have the etiquette down; it
seemed to be more of a problem last year."
According to the Michigan Daily, cell
phones are interrupting classrooms all over
the University of Michigan.
"It isn't an insult to me, I just don't understand why students need to be reached in
the middle of the day," said Louis Cicciarelli,
an English professor there who is puzzled
about why cell phones ring during class. "I
barely talk on the phone at home and don't
own a cell phone. It's just not necessary."
At Fairfield, many students leave their
cell phones on in case of an emergency in the
family or if they are a volunteer for the fire
department.
"One time, a cell phone went off in an

honors class, when a girl's brother had just
been in a car crash," said Elizabeth Dreyer,

communications department, has repeatedly
seen cell phone use as a problem in class.

Cell phones, a problem in class? Nahhh
professor of religious studies. "I think it's
okay to leave the cell phone on in a case of an
emergency, as long as the students inform the
teacher."
Unlike many other professors at Fairfield
who don't see the cell phone situation as a
big deal, Dr. Robbin Crabtree, chair of the

"It's a new distraction. Students forget
to turn them off. They end up ringing, and
it's annoying to the class," said Crabtree.
"Last year, certainly any day a phone would
go off."
In an effort to fix the interruption of cell
phones ringing in her class, Crabtree has for-

mulated a written cell phone policy in her syl-j
labus. The policy reads:
"Phones: Please turn off all phones and
pagers when entering the classroom. Spea
with me BEFORE class starts if there is a com-|
pelling reason why you need contact with the
outside world during this class."
"Ever since I have put in the policy,
don't really see it as a problem," said CrabtreeJ
Dr. Val Porcello, an Italian professor]
agrees with Crabtree, and has thought aboua
creating her own policy against cell phones. |
"I see them as a problem in class. I'r
tempted to make a rule about not bringing
them to class. But the problem with that is |
always have mine with me in case my chilH
dren are sick, and I'm afraid mine would ring
while I'm explaining the rule," said Porcello.|
Although most students don't intend to
purposely use their phones in class, they ca
be seen just about everywhere else on cam-]
pus, chatting away on them.
"On campus, you see people always talking and walking. They talk on the cell phones
instead of talking to each other," said All
Schaffer, '03. "There is always a crowd of]
people in front of the library on their, cell]
phones."
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Aries

March 21-April 20
Dramatic, powerful changes are coming and
will change your relationships, allowing for
lew potential for personal growth. You will
iwaken in the middle of the night and sudienly realize that you've always loved Ted
iCoppel. You and your loved one will do somehing together, but we're not sure what.

V

Taurus
April 21-May 20

You will get a promotion or bonus that makes
30th your work and home life much more
enjoyable. Sadly, this promotion or bonus will
set off a cheasy purchasing spree, and you'll
spend the rest of your life wondering why you
nought every episode of Sex and the City.

I

Gemini

May 21-June 21
You will be powerfully attractive this week,
so powerful that you will become a oddity of
science, shunned for the rest of you life to the
FT Barnum museum in Bridgeport. Someone
you talk with a lot may be interested in more
Jian friendship, but you're going to be held
jp in the PT Barnum museum, remember?

z£Q

Cancer

U^
June 22-July 22
A home-based business could be incredibly
lucky for you right now, so buy every Tony
Robbins seminar you can get your hands on.
If you are not involved in one, now is the time
to start looking, try the USA network sometime after 3 a.m., its usually on then. You will
find your hard work will pay off.

Si

Leo
July 23-Aug. 22

You will have a sudden urge to eat Nutter
Butters for three hours straight. Get out and
have a good time. You will be the life of the
party, as always! Just remember to brush your
teeth, you've been eating Nutter Butters all
day, and no one likes to kiss peanut butter.

up

Virgo
Aug. 23-Sept. 22

At a party you will use an outdated
catchphrase from Who Wants to Be A Millionaire and spend the rest of the weekend
crying in your room trying anything to figure
out when you suddenly thought "Is that your
final answer?" is actually clever. You resolve
never to watch Surivivor again as a result.

OCTOBER

10, 2002 \\

Libra
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Capricorn

Sept. 23-Oct. 23

<^*

Dec. 22-Jan. 20

You will eagerly await the all night party you
have planned for Columbus Day. You will find
yourself dreaming up new ways to make your
money work for you instead of having to work
so hard for your money.

Don't be afraid to "schmooze" a little wher
the opportunity presents itself. If you are noi
already planning it, you may soon be travel
ing to a far-away place. Have fun right now
get as far from home as you can afford to
You are the social butterfly right now, and ii
you are single, maybe you'll stay that way.

m,
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Scorpio
Oct. 24-Nov. 21

You have had a rough year financially, but now
you are enthusiastic and ambitious, and your
presence commands respect and careful consideration. Amazing things are possible now.
All that personal turmoil you went through
has paid off. You are reinventing yourself every ten minutes.

M
X

Sagittarius
Nov. 22-Dec. 21

You will be studying this week, and it is likely
you may be traveling in the company of
friends. Your social life is about to get a lot
more interesting.Your beliefs support your
social or career aims right now. That is not
permission to go off on a recruitment drive
for your spiritual pathway, so nice try.

Aquarius

Jan.21-Feb. 19
You find yourself really loving your work. You
are interested in a project with spiritual oi
social value. You are creating something ol
meaning and purpose. If you feel your work
place needs a jumpstart, and you don't already
have plans, get everyone involved in helping
out. The rewards could be awesome.

X

Pisces
Feb. 20-March 20

You realize that horoscropes are fake anc
you've been wasting your life reading their
each week.

Cheers c : BOOS
Send in your Cheers & Booj to the Mirror today!
Mail: Box AA
mirror @ fair 1 .fairfield.edu

to the urinals in Bannow that turn green
when you pee in them... in to real friends, I
know there are only a few but I cherish every one of you...to junk in the trunk...to
"wait, we were talking to each other!"...to
pretty hair on the tennis team...to blowing
up more than Erin...to JK for saving the
day...to Hooter's on Murph's b-day...to
Reuter's
drunk
messages...to
drunks.com...to sweet @$$ happy hours...to
liking the guy that likes you roomate...to all
boozed up at the library...to being
groupies...to home-cooked leftovers...to
surging counts...to 15 shots...to the Gorilla
Dance...to Nobes' roomy stories...to SAF,
SAJ, SAM...to vol. 4 production...to the
boys who finally found room 306...to Baa's
21st birthday in 4 days...to the snooze
button...to Dmiceli and Erhead...to being
sung to...to the papsmear's hookups...to dinner dates with JS...to Jenn's 21st birthday..to
Jeff running around the house naked...to Cip
turning 21 and p*ssing in the room...to getting drunk and jumping off the roof...to
Allison, Megan and Teresa, love you girls,
don't know what I would do without
you!...to constantly rocking out...to a
housemate with a CD burner...to Laura
Pfeifer for finally telling security how it
is...to raspberry margaritas at Villa Del Sol
with my baby...to driving to NYC at 2 am

on Thursday with your roommate, and forgetting to put it in the cheers last week...to
Campion 4, minus 2...to "I want to pet the
fishie" cause you're still my favorite...to having a housemate who gets up early and can
conveniently drive me to class in the
morning...to college boys who like like celebrities (Ashley and Vince)...to vag night (aka
girls' night out)...to the porn show, I'm sure
the boys down the path appreciated it, Ron...to
open relationships...to the apts being fun...to
Dunken and Calvin...to the turtle boys...to
Meatie and RT, could you guys be any
cuter?...to Liquid, hate to love you...to the
pretty leaves on campus...to the crazy crew...to
rocking out in the back of the van...to dumb
and dumber in the backseat of the tennis
van...to don't kill it, I'll refill it...to good times
at 62...to the bouncers at the Grape for kicking out Sketch...to random English guys...to
the catwalk at the Mirage on Saturday n
ight...to Romy and Michelc.to Saki Bonging
with Hoey...to the f the LSAT shirt... to the
freshman for admitting she's nasty...to getting
booed...to T$ for bringing it down and not
being able to bring it back up, you made our
weekend...to being 50% off...to Delaware...to
being the best...to Natick...toFuzzy...to Bill's
sloppy joes...to hooking up with roast beef..to
making your own beer...to Sopranos night...to
being 44% sexy..to stealing the blankets...to
backrubs, cookies, & the Man Show...to TH
151...to pants...to little Casey...to free
laundry...to cute soph guys who cook for senior girls...to princesses...to freshmen girls
walking back from the beach...to people
noises...to snafus...to rebel T, big ups...to attempting to find the Who's the Boss house...

to boyfriends who say they love you and want
to marry you, but once they get an ounce of
alcohol in their body everything goes out the
window. I want that for the rest of my life,
sure...to being a joke...to big shoes...to people
who have pretended to be your friend for 4
years and you're only finding out now they
never liked you...to junior girls who are still
sweating sophomore guys, get over it
already...to the juniors who live in Campion,
yeah man you're cool...to the Fairfield
smut...to ugly puss faces...to the freshman
b:!:tch with a history test in the Gonzaga 1
study lounge...to Becky...to Keri moments
without Keri...to nights spent studying when
I should be at the Grape...to senior year classes
being hard (honestly, who does that?)...to referring to yourself as a "guido," it doesn't get
much worse than that...to the freshman/senior
girls who constantly b*tch at each other...to
the foreigners at the Albino Frog
Wednesday...to unanswered inf s...to karaoke
night at the Grape...to dollar bottles when I
have no money, yes!...to Boch beating me
up...to "can we talk?"...to the Grape's music
selection, seriously people the Grateful Dead
is not good bar music...to friendships that end
over something not worth fighting over,
sorry...to going out Monday through Saturday.
I can't keep up...to being past my prime...to
erin puking over the railing...to boring boys
at TH61 ...to almost getting Baa's car towed...to
appletini's...to toilets that don't flush at the
Grape...to people thinking the Grape is "it"...to
@$$ shorts all year round, cover up girls...to
those who forget good times are possible on
campus...to the Levee, who finds it necessary
to tattoo my hand every time I set foot into

the place, Crayola guys, not sharpies...to
roommates who are decoratively retarded...to
getting blocked on instant messenger by your
own housemate...to blowing up, only to find
out it's Dad cell...to the 2 guys that broke our
tap, we know who you are and we want our
money..to the boy who thinks he can get with
everyone at the High Tide...to paying $ 10 for
a mug that you have to keep at the Levee...to
freshmen thinking they are hotter than the
upperclassmen; sluttier maybe, but hotter,
never!...to the nasty freshman who calls us
cowards but who talks s*** about us behind
our backs all the time, and by the way. there
are 2 of us...to the white Jeep Grand Chero~kee that threw eggs at me, I will find yon and
you will die...to Bacardi...to not being able to
find the goods when you really need them.yM
work overload...to eyeballing center
headlines...to people who keep skipping HBO,
over and over and over (cough. Ashley,
cough)...to Red Dragon, just go rent
Manhunter...to Johnny Sack not getting
wizacked on The Sopranos last week...to
people who actually read this column and
panic if they've been booed...to RUC
collusion...to shoddy section editing....to incorrect spelling of writer's names...to having
the page crash and losing two petty lines o|
boos...to not enouch room for my boos...

© 2002 PrJcewaterhouseCoopers HP. PricewatefhouseCcopers refers to the U.S. firm of PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP and other members of the worldwide PhcewaterhcuseCoopecs organization, We aye proijd to be an Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Comic relief @ the Levee
Improv group "On the Spot" gets laughs
are completely new to the group, making
the troupe an almost perfect blend of old
and new players.
Even though the show style is impro-

All the players supported each other
during all of the skits, regardless of whether
or not they were involved. If soul music for
a light saber duel was needed, the sounds

Above all is the obvious fun that the
group had during the performance. It's imOn both Friday and Saturday night,
possible not to have fun when the troupe is
Fairfield University's improv group, On the
giving you straight-faced stories about "BosSpot, gave high-powered,
ton Public" and unicorns.
high-energy performances in
The more fun the playthe Levee.
ers had, the more fun the auBoth performances left
dience had; the troupe captiboth jam packed audiences
vated the audience with the
laughing hysterically and
material, but also enveloped
wondering how anyone could
them with their own energy
make up entertaining plots
and adrenaline.
about Disney and glass eyes,
The sheer variety of talStar Wars and soul music,
ent that the troupe demonIowa disco, tribal ballet, and
strated made the entire night.
the color purple.
While one player spoke seriMore amazing than the
ously to the audience about a
performance is the fact that
significant other who was
topics like those above are
cheating on them, another
merely standard operating
would do an interpretative
procedure for On the Spot.
dance around the area, while
The show went from a
still another would sing an
human singing symphony to
impromptu tune.
ironic monologues to choreoTowards the end of the
graphed tap dances.
hour, the entire troupe got in
The show essentially ran
on a 42nd Street song and
the gamut of all entertainment
dance routine that ended with
varieties in a single hour. The
one player conducting the rest
Danny Schwartman/The Mirror
players read each other amaz- The theatrics of "On the Spot" held the audience's attention.
and drawing them out on the
ingly well and worked together like a well- visation, it is apparent that a lot of work went were immediately provided.
final notes. Like the final number, the
oiled machine.
into the production, not because the perforIf a dance was requir&l in the back- improv group played the audience and egged
This is particularly impressive because mances looked rehearsed, but because the ground, the players got in position. If a body them on so that when the finale came, we
they have only been together for a little over players had such a high level of comfort with was needed for a prop of some sort...well, could only marvel at the inventiveness and
wonder at the skill.
four weeks. In addition, five of the players each other.
you get the picture.
BY EILEEN ARNOLD

Bringing new life to an old story
tain ways and this is what scares him. Graham knows this makes him similar to
Hannibal and the 'Tooth Fairy" and it is only
his loose grip on reality, which keeps him
sane.
"Red Dragon" overcomes many challenges to rise from the flames of Hannibal
and do the original film justice. Although
Hopkins seems too old, and at times too civil
to hate, Edward Norton and Ralph Fiennes
assist the actor in making "Red Dragon" a
memorable introduction into the world of
Dr. Hannibal Lecter.

BY CHRIS DONATO

"Red Dragon" is a welcomed return to
the days of old. Unlike "Hannibal," which
was laden with gore and melodrama, "Red
Dragon" uses reserved violence not to
sicken the audience but rather to vividly depict the insanity of a serial killer.
Brett Ratner, director of "Rush Hour
One" and "Rush Hour Two," pulls together
a number of experienced and highly talented
actors to balance the cast and bring the
"Dragon" to life.
The film begins where it should, answering the question of how Dr. Hannibal
Lecter (Anthony Hopkins) was finally
caught and imprisoned by his student Will
Graham (Edward Norton). Graham, after the
Lecter case, decides to retire in Florida with
his wife and their young child, only to be
called back years later by his boss at the FBI
(Harvey Keitel) to assist in the capture of a
new nicknamed killer, "The Tooth Fairy"
(Ralph Fiennes).
Graham decides he will put himself
and, more importantly, his family on the line
in the hope of saving more lives, but he's
not going to do it alone and he asks for help
from a fellow psychoanalyst and former coworker Dr. Lecter.
This relationship becomes the center of
the movie and is what takes "Red Dragon"
above the blood and explosions. Ted Tally,

CK FACTS

Grade: B +

www.movielight.com

Hannibal Lecter is back and helping to find a new serial killer.

the script writer for '"Silence of the Lambs"
also wrote the script for "Red Dragon" and
is the one that should be thanked for pull-,
ing the Lambs Trilogy out of the blood.
He uses the hunt for "The Tooth Fairy"
as a way to dovetail into the human psyche,

which is the basis for all great movies. Graham is such a talented psychoanalyst not just
because he went to school for years but because he has an incredible and terrifying gift.
He is able to see into the mind of any
killer and understand why they kill in cer-

Movie:
Red Dragon
Starring:
Anthony Hopkins
Edward Norton
Ralph Fiennes
Director:
Brett Ratner
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A mile of suffering
w

Moonlight Mile" explores life after tragedy

JoJo Floss, two feuding parents that have
recently lost their only daughter due to a
random homicide incident in a restaurant.
The bulk of American society seems She happened to be sitting next to a young
convinced that tragedy is something to be woman whose drunk husband wandered in
conquered, overcome and, ultimately, for- and shot them both, injuring his wife and
gotten. Emotional and physical calamities ultimately killing the Floss' daughter.
have the uncanny ability to take on many Gyllenhaal plays the part of Joe Nast, who
forms, and when all is said and done, a mi- was also her fiancee at the time of the murraculous "healing process" is always the ex- der.
Ben and JoJo decide to take Joe in as a
planation for one's recovery.
This astonishing process of healing sort of surrogate son, and the start of the
seems plausible in theory, but how does one movie finds all three of them traveling to
really achieve catharsis after experiencing the funeral.
The acting in "Mile" is multi-layered
a tragedy?
Brad Silberling's "Moonlight Mile" and interesting to watch because, depending on who is in the
frame, it's either compelling and exciting or silly
and
inconsistent.
Hoffman and Sarandon
do a terrific job portraying two opposite ways
one can cope with grief.
Both are grieving for
their daughter and are
suffering tremendously;
however, their anguish is
projected in two dissimilar ways. Ben denies his
sadness and tries to focus
his attention on more
business-oriented affairs
to get liis mind off things.
The Floss family tries to deal with grief through laughter.
He even takes Joe on
as his partner in commermanages to portray and vividly describe the
true nature of the healing process and grief cial real estate, solely to fulfill a life-long
that entails, though the film's execution is dream. JoJo is suffering as well, though she
not very provocative and, at times, quite implements sarcasm to deal with the pain.
She is essentially much more frank and todull.
The movie stars well-known actors the-point than Ben.
Gyllenhaal, on the other hand, always
Dustin Hoffman and Susan Sarandon, as
well as the young and rising Jake seems to be wearing a different game face.
Gyllenhaal, whose credits include "Bubble One scene he is sad and depressed, the next
Boy" and "October Sky." Gyllenhaal's act- frightened, and eventually sure of himself
ing seems to be steadily improving, though and going after another woman. I suppose
that does not mean that his performance in Silberling did this with the intent of achieving stages of grief for Joe. These stages,
"Mile" is stellar.
Hoffman and Sarandon play Ben and however, come across as being unconnected
BY ZACH MINERS

«

Jake Gllyenhaal and Dustin Hoffman star in "Moonlight Mile."

and result in quite a disjointed ride. Joe's
persona is constantly changing, though the
causes for these alterations are obscure and
difficult to establish.
I expected the movie to be very dramatic and provocative, though in general it
was quite dry and modest. There were very
few emotional breakdown-esque scenes, and
even fewer interesting conversations.
This caused the movie to progress very
slowly, yet it did seem to have a positive
effect: it provided a realistic depiction of
tragedy. Because there are no action-packed
plot twists, "Mile" is basically a portrayal
of how a normal family can deal with death
and suffering.
Aside from the acting issues and slow
plot execution, "Mile" teaches a valuable
lesson: it's not overcoming tragedy that is
important, it's determining the significance
of one's suffering and using that knowledge
to find truth in life.
"Moonlight Mile" shows us that by being ourselves and interpreting our suffering
in terms of our own desires can we ascer-

OK Go" is a no go

BY KEITH WHAMOND

By all rights, this should be a good album. Like a cross between an easier-to-listen to version of Weezer and a boy band with
guitars, OK Go might seem like the perfect
package. They've got guitars, a fairly unique
sound, and what has become the most important thing of all: a catchy single.
But OK Go is far from perfect.
"OK Go," the self-titled debut album
from the Chicago-based band, is a collection of 12 songs that define mediocrity. Take
mediocre music, mediocre lyrics ("You
don't love me at all/But don't think it bothers me at all"), combine the two, and you're
left with OK Go.
If OK Go came along two years ago,
maybe this review would have been more

welcoming. After all, this is
a rock band at the core. God
knows that in the late 90s,
anything even resembling a
band with a guitar would
have been a good thing. But
this is a different time, and
(at least in a limited sense)
new music is finally good
again. There are some incredible new bands out there
making some fantastic, and
sometimes even meaningful,
music.
That's why OK Go falls
flat. Yes, they are a rock
band. But these days, rock
bands are ideally expected to
write something more than

www.movielight.com

tain how a tragedy fits into the big picture
of life.

CK FACTS

Grade: 8 Movie:
Moonlight Mile
Starring:
Dustin Hoffman
Susan Sarandon
Jake Gyllenhaal
Director:
Brad Silberling

Disc DATA
Grade: V
Artist:
Ok Go
CD: Self Titled
Label: Interscope
just catchy music. The days of writing pointless, sugary two-and-a-half minute pop-rock
songs have been over since 1966. And that's
basically all this album is: saccharine-pop
muzak with nothing relevant to say.
In many ways, this isn't really even an
album. Most of the songs on the album are
rehashes of the previous song. The third
SEE "IRRELEVANT" ON P.
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WVOF's top cd picks for this week
Mr. Lif:

Beck: Sea Change

I Phantom

"Mr. Lif explores politics, society, life
and death in a lyrically clever story
presented in beat
heavy unique
hiphop. A once in
a lifetime album
that everyone
interested in hiphop should pick
up."

Nick Mercadante:
Music Director

"Beck proves once again his artistry
and chameleon-like genre blending. This
album takes hints
from Pink Floyd
stylistically while
delving deep into
the darker side of
Beck's musicianship. An essential
album."

Project 86: Truthless
Heroes
"Another album focusing on the
politics of
America. Project
86 presents a
focused monster of |
an album with
thick heavy rock
and intuitive

Irrelevant, flat album
CONTINUED FROM P.
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and fourth tracks, "You're So Damn Hot"
and "What To Do" respectively, have almost
the exact same intro. Deja vu will be a common occurrence for anyone who (mistakenly) purchases this album.
One notable exception to this flood of
pointlessness is the album's eighth track,
"There's a Fire." This is the one song where
OK Go successfully achieves what it attempts throughout the rest of the album: It's
catchy, and more importantly, it actually

seems to have a purpose. "I really mean it
now/This time I swear I have not lied/This
isn't like the last time/I swear to God I have
not lied", sings Damian Kulash in a sad, almost yelping style. The simple guitars and
drums all mix perfectly with an amazingly
memorable keyboard line.
The band is made up of Damian Kulash
on vocals and guitar, Tim Nordwind on bass
(he's got a crazy haircut, he's the wacky
one), Dan Konopka on drums, and Andy
Duncan on keyboards and guitar.
Interview magazine recently said that

Specializing in
American designers
and custom work,
original and redesign.

Sterling silver
necklace

some maturity by osmosis, because OK Go
has a long way to go.
And hey, maybe they'll do it. This band
does have potential. Their musical style is,
if nothing else, interesting. Their use of synthesizers, organs, and keyboards are something which most bands are lacking these
days. The problem is that it's all so sugar
coated it ends up just sounding trite, and having songs like "C-C-C-Cinnamon Lips"
doesn't help. "Mediocre people do exceptional things all the time," sings Kulash. Not
in the case of OK Go.

Premium Outlet Store

DISCOUNT

Design is where you find ft..
r

OK Go had "huge hand-clap rhythms worthy of vintage Queen," in what was probably the worst abuse of the printing press in
the history of the world. To put this band in
the same sentence as Queen is like comparing The Monkees with The Beatles: one is a
mere imitation of the other.
OK Go has recently toured with several bands far more interesting than itself,
including The Vines. In fact, the band
opened up for Phantom Planet and
Superdrag at Toad's Place in New Haven
on Sept. 8. Maybe the band will acquire
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ANIMATING FAIRFIELD. ..

EDITORIAL
Editorial Board:
Sean A. Hayes - Editor in Chief
Ethan L. Fry - Managing Editor, Content
Joshua J. O'Connell - Managing Editor, Design/Online
Chris Zeitz - Commentary Editor

They say... we say
In the past few weeks, a number of people have made comments,
public and private, about The Mirror's "He Said/She Said" column,
most of them making complaints about the content of the "He Said"
column.
First, we wish to make it very clear that any columns or letters in
the commentary section of this newspaper reflect only the opinion of
whomever writes them, as is the case with most every newspaper.
Moreover, this particular column is meant to be provocative.
Obviously, any time a writer writes about sex or relationships, the
results may be incendiary. But this is precisely the point: the topics of
sex and relationships cause division and argument. This is why "He
Said/She Said" exists in the first place.
On several occasions, some have complained that the content of
either the "He Said" or "She Said" column has been "distasteful" or
"unacceptable." While recognizing and understanding completely their
point of view that such comments may be insulting, we stress that
comments like this are satirical. That is, this column is not meant to be
taken as necessarily an expression of what these writers believe, but
as a commentary on the viewpoints between men and women. The
writers intentionally use a stereotypical narrative to highlight real attitudes and beliefs, both good and bad, held by students here.
Perhaps this is one of the biggest reasons why the column has
offended so many: the attitudes and actions illustrated in it -,- which
may not even be embraced by the writer — may be expressed by students here. This is the purpose of satire.
'•■.
Furthermore, we feel it would be a much greater insult to the student body as a whole to censor or edit a commentary piece based on
the opinion or values of another person. The purpose of the commentary section is for people who have different opinions to share them,
even if they are offensive or disagreeable to others.
It should be noted that if a writer is going to make a meaningful
statement about any issue that will be a point of disagreement, such as
conflicts in relationships at this university, it should not surprise that
the statements made will not be pleasing to all who read them.
The author of "He said" has used satire to demonstrate a stereotypical viewpoint of a man on this campus, and men in general. In so
doing, he has provided an entertaining column for our first month of
this academic year.
However, if any member of this university community has an issue with the role that he portrays in the column, it should serve as
inspiration for discourse within the university community. This discourse should also include writing response letters to The Mirror, so
we thank those that have elected to do so for their thoughts.
The editorial represents the opinion of the majority
of The Mirror Editorial Board.
What is your opinion?
Write to us: commentary@fairfieldmirror.com

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
BoxAA
1073 North Benson Road
Fairfield, Connecticut 06430

News: (203) 256-6600
Advertising: (203) 256-6594
Editor in Chief: (203) 256-6529

The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
e-mailed to commentary@fairfieldmirror.com
or submitted through our website: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.

The Mirror is in room 104 of Barone Campus Center

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
How can you publish that?
To the Editor:
Over the past four weeks, we
have read Don Partyka's commentaries in "He said... She said," and
have found them to be disrespectful, insulting and degrading towards the females at Fairfield.
We are offended by his words
because they falsely represent the
male opinion, or so we would
hope, as well as the female student
body. Upon reading each publication, we found ourselves more
infuriated by his sexist and unprofessional remarks. Moreover, we
are upset that The Mirror would
want to be represented by a person who holds such distasteful and
unacceptable viewpoints.
We were especially appalled

by his female stereotypes. His
comments imply that females are
not as intelligent as males. For instance in the Sept. 26 edition of
The Mirror he states, "I see girls
talking in class, almost as smart as
a guy."
Being that females make up
more than half of the Fairfield
population, we believe it is safe to
say that females are just as intellectually competent as males. In
the most recent issue, he goes on
to say that Freshman girls are "stupid and fun." As female students,
we're shocked and taken aback by
his statements.
We have always believed that prestigious universities such as
Fairfield should have high standards for all their publications.

Last Sunday, 1,800 perspective
students and their families visited
Fairfield at the university's Preview Day. Copies of The Mirror
were available for parents and potential applicants to read. One can
only wonder what these people are
thinking about the status of women
at Fairfield. Are you sure you want
Mr. Partyka's views to represent
the rest of the staff and the entire
student body?
We hope that we can expect
more from The Mirror in the future.
Sincerely,
Lauren Puma, '05
Kristina Riordan, '05

FU parties too hard and studies too little?
Comments made by students in last week's article "FU grads admit in survey to
slacking off resulted in several letters to the editor. To view the full responses,
please check out the Commentary section of www.FairfieldMirror.com
from the article...
tr mm

— 46

Maybe because I have a real major,
physics not communications, I could
not pass my classes if Ifit (that)
profile...
-Julia Lundy, '04

Iguess at Fairfield it's party hard
— study when you want to.
Kim Liaw, '04
j ijl

99 _
responses...

—4-4
Students are drawn to fields of study
where they feel they have some inherent
knack for the material... Many people...
are thus attracted to the study of communication...
-The Communication Club
—.
^9—

/ believe their thoughtless comments
present a very narrow and uninformed
view oftheir fellow students at Fairfield.
-Ciaran Doyle, '04
«;.« _
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Too much of the roommates significant other?

HE said*** She saU
We all have or will have to deal with it eventually...
Our housemate or roommate will or has gone out with
someone we hate. Still though, when assessing a situation
like this, one must weigh the positives against the negatives.
For instance, let's say the girl in question has a dreadful personality (many of them do). Well, try to look for a
silver lining. For example, maybe she has hot friends. For
every bad thing you can think of, there are good things
that can almost equal out the anger she causes you.
Let's say she never leaves the house, and no matter
what time of day she's always around. You can combat
this by requiring her to clean or do laundry or possibly
even cook.
By watching her do simple chores like these, the time
you all spend together seems less and less annoying. She
could be rich though (as many Fairfield princesses are),
and keep your house or room knee deep in smokes, booze,
and/or food.
It can happen though, that no matter you how hard
you try, you find nothing positive whatsoever about the
girl (there are lots of those). Inevitably the only way you
can combat this is by completely and utterly disregarding
her. Expel gas from both ends of your body as deafening
and foul as you can. We're guys, we're good at that.
Leave those special magazines that you always used to hide under your mattress
lying around. Ignore her. Chicks hate that. Basically, make her feel bad. If she's
around, and you must spend time together, make her feel bad around you. It's almost as
good as not having her there.
Last resort, get a stripper for the house, and photograph your friend while he's inebriated and doing bad things. Turn these photos into posters as a special surprise for
your roommate's girlfriend. Or just try talking him into dumping her. The freshman
class is mostly female anyway.

Don
Partyka

If you have any questions/comments/concerns about He Said/She Said, email
to mirror@fairl.fairfield.edu

Luckily, I've never had to deal with this particular issue. However, I've seen this problem arise more than a few
times during the past three years here. This situation can
start in one of two ways.
Either your roommate has a boyfriend or girlfriend from
home who visits every few weeks (for the ENTIRE weekend) or you begin to notice a certain someone coming around
your room more and more often until wazoom, your roomie
is a victim of puppy love.
These scenarios can be difficult enough when you are
fond of this significant other, but when you cannot deal with
this person, your room can become practically unbearable.
Hopefully, your roommate and his or her other-half realize that they should not spend the entirety of their time
together in just your room. If they don't, you need to speak
up. But be sure to keep the concerns between the two of you
when having a confrontation, and not to place the blame on
the boyfriend or girlfriend.
If you do this, the two of them will gang up on you, and
your roommate will be that much more determined to stay in
a relationship with this person. It's sort of like when parents
give you serious advice and tell you not to do something, and you become obsessed with
doing it, merely to defy them. (Plus, if you hide your hatred for this person, your roommate will hopefully come to some sort of an epiphany, end it, and everything will be
solved).
Anyway, be honest. Tell your roommate that you need your alone-time too, and
that you need to spend some time concentrating on work and even relaxing in the room.
Let's just hope that your roommate is reasonable, and will take your request into consideration.
As much as it is your roommate's place to be considerate, you cannot be selfish
either. When the two of them are hanging out in your room, realize that it will probably
make all three of you happier to just leave for a few hours and do your own thing. But
please don't be a pushover.
Do not, I repeat, do not get into the habit of leaving every night, merely because you
can't stand the thought of all being in that little dorm room together. Always remember
the room belongs to both of you.
In conclusion, I say good luck, be strong, and with any luck, they'll break up!

Lynn
Raimondo

The opinions expressed in Commentary are not those of The Mirror as a whole.

Stop driving like a bat out of hell!
Mr. Bond is currently on assignment in
Farkistan, late at night we received this submission via carrier pigeon.
So, you think you know car safety?
Well, it is time to think again! Getting behind the wheel safely is more than just strapping on a seatbelt, turning the ignition and
taking off. Do you think they would let the
space shuttle takeoff that way? I think not.
There are many painstaking procedures you
must follow.
Foremost, dirty headlights could hide
you from passing cars, and hinder your view
of the road. The solution is to wipe both
down with cleanser before you even think
of opening your car's door.
Now, have you ever been driving and
just suddenly the engine overheated? If not,
let me tell you, it's a pain. There was nothing worse than my '69 Chevette exploding
into a sea of flames outside Arby's. (It's an
embarrassing situation especially if you are
on a date.) The answer is simple here people:
check the fluids every time before you drive.
I don't care if you just stopped at the
Chessequake service center in Northern
New Jersey to phone grandma; check the
fluids!
With your clean headlights, a clean
windshield and good fluid levels, you are

THE BOND FILE
MICHAEL A. BOND

nearly ready to go.
You may be saying to yourself how can
I "dress" the part of driving? Good question. The answer is a flame-retardant
brighdy colored suit, airtight diving goggles,
gloves, and sturdy boots. This will keep you
much safer than that mini-skirt and haltertop will. Also, keep a megaphone in tow; I
will explain that one in a second.
You can now enter your vehicle. Turn
the ignition slowly to the left, careful not to
turn to far or hold too long. After making
sure you are in park and the emergency
break is on, switch on the radio to a local
news station. A key question: are the routes
you are taking safe? Make sure the answer
is yes, and then quickly shut off the radio.
While driving, distractions are not welcome.
The last thing you need is Meatloaf or INXS
distracting you while you try to change
lanes.
Now, here comes the fun part. Roll
down your window, grab the megaphone,
and with your foot on the break lean out die
window. Instruct the general population of

your departure. I usually say, "Neighbors,
local kids, grandma, I'm heading out now.
Stay clear." Lean back in and drop the megaphone into the backseat. Shift the car into
drive, and cradle your left hand on the back
of the passenger seat turning your head
around to see what is behind you. Proceed
with utmost caution out of the driveway
keeping your speed at a conservative, yet
speedy five to seven miles-per-hour.
In my upcoming book, "Free-Wheeling: Driving With Myself I go into more
depth on the post-backup safety cautions.
Fear not though, I won't send you off blind.
Here's some bonus tips:
1. Avoid Fast Food: Fast food and your
body really are not all that compatible anyway. Having a beef-burrito bouncing around
in you can be really distracting and, quite
frankly, painful.
2. Avoid Hitchhikers: I'll admit that
they can be a lot of fun. But, they can also
be a real pain. Furthermore, they might
laugh at your "safety-attire." This could lead
to road rage.
3. Bring A Distant Relative Along: Who
better to vent road rage at?
4. All Right-Lane Driving: The left lane
is for hotshots. You don't need an invitation
to actually REACH the speed LIMIT.

QUESTION OF
TTJT? TA7TC,171^r
BY AMY TORCHEN

&

VIRGINIA MEADE

Who would you w^ut
to be stranded with
on a desert island?

Lots of Kurt Russell... No cellphone,
NO MAIL, and lots of water
because I will be very busy!
-Patty
the Mailroom Lady

For the rest of the answers to this week's
question, log on to
www.FairfieldMirror. com
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Womens soccer kicks into gear
Stags sweep past Canisius and Niagara to open MAAC season
BY MARK BEALIN

The women's soccer team (3-5-2 overall, 2-0 MAAC) was impressive this weekend by winning their first two league games
decisively.
Lindsey Pulito '04 has been "on fire,"
head coach Maria Piechocki said. Pulito
scored three goals, added two assists and
was named the MAAC Player of the Week.
Coming into Friday's contest against
Canisius, the team was on a seven game
winless streak. The Stags took out their frustrations on an overmatched Golden Griffs
squad by dominating a 3-0 contest.
At 33:48, Pulito got the scoring started
when she headed in a corner kick from
Danielle Delia Corna '04. Despite outshooting Canisius 17-1 and dominating the
time of possession, Fairfield only had a one
goal lead at the half.
"I was really happy with how we were
playing, but frustrated that not as many balls
were finding the back of the net," Piechocki
said.
In the second half, Fairfield extended
its lead when Amy Milhomme blasted a shot
from the 18 yard line past the outstretched
arms of the Golden Griff goal keeper to give
the Stags a 2-0 lead.
With four minutes to go, Jennifer Gavin
put the game out of reach. She took a pass
from Meghan King and fired the ball into
the back of the Golden Griff net. The Stags
dominated throughout, taking 31 shots compared to six for Canisius. Freshman Katie

Kyle McClintock splits through the St. Joseph's defensfe

Ely was strong making five stops to earn
the shutout.
With its confidence high, Fairfield
pummeled the Niagara Purple Eagles 5-1 on
Sunday.
King got the scoring started by knocking home a nifty chip pass from Molly

Alexis De!ane /The Mirrar
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McCuire. A little later, Milhomme scored
off of a corner kick by Delia Corna. The
Stags took a comfortable two-goal lead into
halftime.
..., -"Film sessions from the game against
Canisius really helped us to take advantage
of our opportunities against Niagara,"

Piechocki said.
Pulito took over in the second half. At
58:16, she set up Gavin who scored her second goal of the weekend.
Then, Pulito was tripped in the box and
netted the resulting penalty shot.
Niagara eventually got on the board
with apenalty shot of their own one minute
later. Pulito took the wind out of their sails
again by scoring her second goal of the game
with an assist from McGuire.
Ely and the defense were again very
good. Pulito was the story however. She
leads the MAAC in points and goals, with
five goals and three assists in only ten
games.
"She's defenders' worst nightmare,"
Piechocki said. Pulito, who started the year
at midfield, was moved up recently to add
offense for the Stags.
"She's proven to be dangerous up top.
If the other team chooses to double cover
her that leaves one of our other players open
and she's been able to find them," Piechocki
explained.
Not only has she scored often, she's
been clutch with two game winners. The
preseason All-MAAC selection has proven
to be worth the hype.
Up next, the team looks to improve on
their perfect league record by traveling to
Siena on Friday and Marist on Sunday.
Fairfield plays its third straight away
game against Iona on Friday Oct. 18 before
returning home to face Yale on Tuesday Oct.
22.

Football falls to 1 -4 following loss to Marist
CONTINUED FROM P.

'

20

the first five games of the season, Fairfield
is averaging just 70.8 rushing yards per
game and a paltry 1.8 yards-per-carry. On
the season, the Stags have gained a total of
353 yards on the ground, while giving up
787.
The inability to run the ball was highlighted in last week's loss to Marist, when
the Stags gained just 111 yards on 41 carries. Fairfield's leading rusher was quarterback Mike Cerchio, who ran for 45 yards
on 12 carries, but needed a 52-yard scramble
on the final drive of the game just to have
positive yards for the game. Without that
run, the team would have had just 59 yards
on 40 carries. On the opposite side of the
ball, Marist was able to rack up 291 yards
on the ground.
The Stags offensive woes are furthered
by the lack of protection offered to quarterbacks Cerchio and Paul Gorra, who have
been sacked a staggering total 26 times this
season, or 5.2 times per contest. This lack
of ground production and inability to pro-

tect the quarterback shows that the young
offensive line is a major problem for
Fairfield.
Early in the season, Bernard thought
this unit would "continue to gel and get better," but at about the midpoint of the season, time is running out for improvement.
Unable to create holes for talented running back Rishawd Watson, who has rushed
for just 271 yards and is averaging 2.8 yardsper-carry after finishing with 766 yards and
averaging 5.5 yards-per-carry last season,
or protect Cerchio and Gorra, the offense
has sputtered and been forced to scramble
in the second half to make up for early deficits.
Last week, the late scramble almost
paid off for the Stags, as Cerchio threw two
42-yard touchdown passes and ran for a 12yard score in the second half to actually put
the Stags up twice in a back and forth final
quarter.
Cerchio also threw a 49-yard touchdown pass in the first quarter to give him
three for the game. The Stags defense could
not hold these leads, however, and Cerchio's

last drive ended well short of the goal line
to even the Stags conference record at 1-1.
Linebacker Ayoola Olakanye remained
optimistic in an interview on
fairfieldstags.com: "We've faced a lot of
tough competition in our non-conference
games, but it will just help us in our conference games. Hopefully we'll be set to roll
from there."

Fairfield's next challenge will come
from MAAC foe Iona (3-2, 2-1), who are
coming off a loss to MAAC bottom-feeder
Canisius. Iona is led by a defense that gives
up only 16 points-per-game led by Kevin
Fales, who has 4.5 sacks and 10.5 tackles
for loss of yardage so far this season.
The Stags host Iona on Saturday at 1
p.m. on Alumni Field.

Chris Donato/The Mirror

Wide receiver Andrew Turf upended by a Fordham defender.
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THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
WOMEN'S CREW

FIELD HOCKEY

The Stags varsity boat finished 6th at the
Head of the River Front Regatta in Hartford
last weekend. Fairfield competed against
Yale, Connecticut, Wesleyan and Mount
Holyoke. Fairfield returns to the waters this
Sunday with another race in the Hartford
area.

Fairfield dropped its season record to
3-7 overall and 1-2 in the Patriot
league, following Saturday's 2-1 loss
to American University. The Stags'
lone goal was tallied by Kelly Rath
While goalie Lauren Thomas denied
five shots in net. Fairfield faces
Pacific today at home.

INTRAMURALS

MEN'S BASKETBALL

This week in Intramurals:
5x3 Street Hoops
Men's and women's and Co-Rec Leagues with "A" and "B" divisions
Registration fee: $15 per team; Deadline: Thursday Oct. 10 at 5
Captains Meeting: Tuesday Oct. 15 at 5:30 p.m. @ Rec Plex
Games begin Wednesday Oct. 16 at 5:30 p.m.

The Stags will hold walk-on tryouts
Sunday Oct. 13. The tryouts will take
place at the practice gym in the Walsh
Athletic Center. All those wishing to
participate need to bring completed
physical forms.

Co-Rec Tennis Doubles Tournament "A " and "B " divisions
Registration deadline: Thursday Oct. 17; Draw available: Oct. 18
Tournament: Saturday Oct. 19; Rain date: Sunday Oct. 20

CROSS COUNTRY

OMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
The Stags shutout Fairleigh Dickinson
3-0 last Friday behind the performances of Kristin Anderson and
Laurie Brands. The duo each had 11
kills to help Fairfield improve to 8-10
on the season. Kelly Sorensen also
aided the Stags with 34 assists while
Lauren Laramore had 13 digs.
Fairfield hosts St. Peter's Saturday.

UPCOMING EVENTS
THURSDAY OCT. 10
Field Hockey vs. Pacific @ 3

FRIDAY OCT. 11
Men's Tennis vs. Drexel at Stony Brook @ 3
Women's Soccer at Siena @ 3
Men's Soccer vs. Siena @ 7

SATURDAY OCT. 12
Football vs. Iona @ 1
Volleyball vs. St. Peter's @ 4:30
Men's Tennis at Stony Brook @ 9
Men's Tennis vs. Hofstra at Stony Brook @3
Women's Tennis vs. Drexel at Stony Brook @ noon

SUNDAY OCT. 13
Women's Tennis at Stony Brook @ 9
Women's Tennis vs. Hofstra @ 1
Women's Soccer at Marist @ 1
Field Hockey at Northeastern @ 2
Men's Soccer vs. Marist @ 6

The men's team captured the Fairfield
Invitational last Friday, behind Bryan
Mahoney's second place finish. The
women's team finished fourth behind
Erin Heslin's fifth place finish and
Lauren Wilson's 12th place finish.
Both teams don't compete until Oct.
19 at the Albany Invitational.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
PLAYER:
LINDSEYPULITO'04
SPORT: Soccer
POSITION: Midfield/Forward
HOMETOWN:
Kensington, Connecticut
Pulito tallied three goals and two assists in Fairfield's two
games last weekend and was named MAAC Player of the
Week. Pulito leads the team in scoring this year with 13
points, netting five goals and passing out three assists. The 5foot-1 junior was named second team All-MAAC by scoring
five goals and two assists for 12 points last year.
Send suggestions who you think should be named
Athlete of the Week to sports@fairfieldmirror.com.

Alexis Delaney/The Mirror

After just two games, the brand new Lessing Field deemed unsuitable for play during fall season.

BY MIKE PIGNATARO

The $1.3 million spent on the
new Lessing Field wasn't enough
to prevent a sod deficiency that has
caused the Stags to cease competition on the new field this fall.
After just two games played
on the new field, portions of the
sod have begun to lift up and break
apart from the surface, causing
concern for both player safety and
permanent damage to the field itself.
"It's kind of typical when you
build something. You always wind
up with things that don't necessarily turn out right for one reason or
another," said Director of Athletics Eugene Doris. "The bottom
line is the likelihood of us using

I

the field in the fall is not going to
happen."
Before the scheduled opening
of Lessing Field, there was concern by the athletic department if
the field would be ready in time.
The university didn't officially
accept the field until just days before the men's soccer team was to
open the stadium on Sept. 18.
"Certain standards haven't yet
been met," Doris said the week
prior to the scheduled opening of
the stadium, which raises the question whether the field was in fact
suitable for play or if the university expedited its decision in order
to open the field on time.
However, Project Manager
Walter Stapleton in the office of
Campus Operations didn't feel that

Out-foxed
BY BRYAN CASWELL

Despite a valiant comeback
attempt, the football team lost its
third consecutive game last week.
The Stags lost 33-29 at Marist in a
showcase of the offensive
struggles that have handcuffed the
Stags early in the season.
Through five games this year,

the Stags have turned the ball over
15 times, including five at Marist
on Saturday night. One of those
turnovers, an interception, was returned for a touchdown.
The Stags have repeatedly
dug themselves into holes with
slow offensive starts, which head
coach Joe Bernard noted as a problem after the team's only win of

was the case.
"It's just one of those things
that happened," Stapleton said. "I
don't think it's an issue of anything
getting rushed. Therearejustafew
normal punch list items that need to
be addressed."
Among these "punch list
items," other than the difficulty with
the sod, are the problems with raised
sprinkler heads, raised drains as well
as low spots in certain areas of the
field, according to Doris.
These minor problems further
support the theory that the university hastily made the decision to
open the field. However, Stapleton
again said that wasn't the case.
"The first we heard of those
problems was just last week by the
athletic department," Stapleton said.

The field's biggest problem
is with the sod, which was
brought to the attention of the athletic department by Green Giant,
the company that maintains the
field, following the women's soccer team's game against St.
Joseph's on Sept. 20.
According to Doris, the use
of certain chemicals will most
likely cure the problem. But he
admitted the worst-case scenario
would include completely replacing the damaged sod. In either
case, Doris said the field would
not be suitable for play until after the fall season has concluded.
"Its disappointing for us and
the team to not be able to use the
field. It's a great field and it
played great the one game we had

on it," said women's soccer head
coach Maria Piechocki. "There
were two instances during the
game that portions of the sod came
up. But the players were happy
with the way the field played overall."
Doris agreed that the situation
is disappointing, but would rather
correct the problems now rather
than suffer any long-term affects.
"It's disappointing only because it played so well and everyone was so excited," Doris said.
"But I'm also a realist that if it's
not right, its better to fix it now
before permanently damaging the
field. I'd rather wait longer until
we get on it [the field] and make
sure its right."

Stags continue to struggle
with loss to Marist
the season versus LaSalle in September.
For the third consecutive
week, Bernard failed to return The
Mirror's attempts at gaining comments on the team's recent performances.
The emphasis on quicker
starts has yielded minimal results
as Fairfield has scored just two first

half touchdowns in its last
four games, forcing the
team to play from behind
for much of the season.
A large contributor to
the slow starts is the failure of the Stags to develop
a running game. Through
SEE "FOOTBALL"

ON P. 18
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